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Decision 98-09-059 September 17, 1998 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIeS COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of the Cit)' of San Diego for an order 
authorizing the re..opening of the existing at 
grade pedestrian crossing at 54th Street {between 
~{arket Street and Naranja Street) to vehicular 
traffic in the Cit}' at\d County ot San Diego, . 
California. 

Application 96-05-001 
(Filed ~1ay 1, 1996) 

(See Appendix. A for Appearances) 

OPINION 

summary 
The application of the City 6f San Diego to reopen an at-grade crossing at 

54th Street is denied without prejudice. 

Discussion 
The City of San Diego (City) filed this application to reopen a grade 

crossing at 54th Street over tracks utilized by the San Diego Trolley (frolley) and 
. -

the San Diego and Imperial Valley Railioad Company (SO&IV). This crossmg 

was dosed to vehicular traffic in 1987, (ollowing negotiations between Staff of 

the Public Utilities Conumssion (Staft) and the ~fetropolitan Transit 

Development Board (~rrDB) of San Diego. TIle San Diego City COWlcil agreed. 

It has remained open to pedestrians. Sirtce the dosing, operations of Trolley oVer 

the forn\er ctossing have begun. 

The application to reopen the crossing was filed on r..-(ay 1, 1996. A 

prehearing conference-was held in San Die-go on JuI); 24, 1996 before 

Conunissioner Josiah L. Neeper and Administrative Law Judge (ALl) Sheldon 
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Rosenthal. At that time several deficiencies in the appUcation were made known 

to City in order that it might present an application that could be considered by 
, 

this Conulussion. City was given the choice of an\~nding its application or , 
withdrawing it and subnuttmg a new application that would correct the 

problems in the existing application. An amended appUcation was filed on 

June I, 199'7. There followed a period in which City and Stalf attempted to find a 

mutually sa~sfactory time fol' an evidentiary hearing. This was finally agreed to 

be the ~6th and 27th of ~tarc~ 1998, at which time the matter was heard in San 

Diego before Con\n\issioner Neeper and ALJ Rosenthal. Because this application 

was filed in 1996 and a prehearing conference Was held that year, it is not subject 

to the procedures under SB 96() (Rule of Practice and Procedure (Rule 4(b)(2).) 

At the conclusion of the hearing, City was directed to file two exhibits. 

l1\ese were given numbers 10 artd 12. Late-filed Exhibit 10 coverS the variance 

procedures and approval processes regarding what has been referred to in, the 

record as '4The Potter Tract." Late-file.d Exhibit 12 is a list of the Board of 

Directors of the ~ITDB and the cities represented on that Board. \ Vithout 

objection, both of these late~filed exhibits are admitted into evidence. 

Parties Were given 30 days from receipt of transcript for concurrent briefs. 

Reply briefs, if desired, could be filed 15 days thereafter. \Ve received concurrent 

opening briefs dated ~·(ay 18, 1998 and reply briefs dated June 2, 1998. 

City presented witnesses from its police and fire departments who testified 

that reopening the 5-:lth Street crossing would assist the provision of emergency 

services in the area of the 541ll Street crossing. The nearest vehicle crossings are 

.3 miles to the ,vest of 54th Street and .5 nllies to the east (Ex. 7, pp. 10 and It.) 

TIUs distance of .8 miles is not the longest distance b.?tween vehicle crossings 

along the rail lines in question. (fr. 40.) They demonstrated by use of a [nap and 

photograph (Exs. i and 4), the mamler in which they must presently respond to· 
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emergencies and the options that would be available to them if th~ application 

were granted. Both indicated that reopening the 54th Street crossing was a olatter 

of vital public interest. In making this representation there was no consideration 

of whether the reopening of S-lth Street would present a danger to the users of the 

crossing. (fr. 40.) 

Detailed drawings of the prospective crossing (Ex. 5) were sponsored by 

an Associate Civil Engineer of City. He testified that an overpass would be 

feasible, but not practical for 54th Street (fr.54.) He estinlated that an overpass 

would cost approximately $2.3 to 2.8 nulliol\, as opposed t6 $500,000 for an 

at-grade crossing. (Ex. 6.) He also stated that it might be necessary to acquire 

some additional land to construct a separation. (fr. 59.) 

The Chief of Design of l\ITDB waS called by City and testified that the 

design of the proposed crossing met the standards set by this ConUnission. 

However, l\ITDB is "neutral" on the project, and the witness agreed with counsel 

for City that " ... they [~frDB]don't_care orte way or the other." (fr. 65.) 

The Operations ~Ianager of SD&IV testified that his freight trains traveled 

at a maXUnunl of 40 miles per hour ()ver the proposed crossing (fr. 111.) This 

traffic was no more than-twice per daYI between 1:20 a.m. and 4:09 a.m. 

(fr. 109, 111.) He testified that he has not had a problem with visibility of 

pedeshians at 54th Street, and that there has not been a visibility problenl as to 

vehicles 01\ the line. (Tr. 113.) 

The Superintendent of Transportation for Trolley testified that there were 

approxinlately 150 trolleys per day over the proposed crossing (fr. 73) at a 

maximum speed of 50 miles per hour. (fr. 74.) 

A Senior Planner of City described various developolents that were under 

discussion or permit application in th~ area of the proposed 54th Street crossing. 

It was her belief that aU ot these developments would benefit (rom a reopening 
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of S-lth Street, (fr. 128-129) but she could not state that any of the projects was 

dependent on the reopening. (fr. MI.) She was not aware of whether buildings 

that nught be constructed along the railroad right of way would in'pede 

visibility at the crossing or what the set-back requirements around building 

might be. (fro 313-315.) (I.~te-filed ExhibIt 10 inukcltes a set-back requiren\ent of 

10-15 feet unless a variance is obtained.) 

A City Associate Traffic Engineer testified that an estimated 1,000 vehicles 

per day would use the reopened 54th Street crossing. (Tr.135.) She also testified 

that the cro~sing would in\ptove the traffic flow in the general vicinity in 

question. (fr.138.) 

Finall)" ~Ir. George Stevens, Coundlperson for the district in which the 

54th Street crossing is located, testified that the dosing of 54th Street in 1987 

occurred when there was a vacancy in the Council offlcefor that district. 

(fr.209.) He inlplied that City would not have agreed to the dosing if he had 

been in offiCe at that time. He testified to the growth in the COII\D\unity around 

54th Street, and how the closed crossing inlpeded con\n\ercial and residential 

revitalization. Courtdlperson Stevens emphasized the real concern of the 

community for eotergency vehicles to be able to utilize the 54th Street crossing. 

(fr.212.) He also testified that a reopened crossing would relieve traffic on 

adjoining resid(>nlial streets. (fr. 209-210.) 

After the record in the proceeding was closed, City provided us with a 

letter from the United States Postal Service indicating that customers of the 

proposed post office to be built in Potter's Tract and postal carriers would be 

benefited by the reopened crossing. this letter will be placed in the 

correspondence file. 

opposing the application was the Sta£(. Its witness expressed C01\cern (or 

the safety of the public should the crossing be reopened at grade,. He testified 
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thelt the CrequenC)' of high speed train n\o\,emenls over the proposed crossing 

and the poor line of sight create a dangerous situation. (fr. 239.) These 

n\O\'enlents are in contrast to the limited number of train n\o\'ements before the 

line was used by Trolley. (fr.285.) He was also concerned with what he 

considered limited visibility at the crossing because of the size and proximity of 
a warehouse to the tracks and road at the northwest corner of the crossing area. 

(fr. 238-239.) He pointed to existing grade crossings that are available for the 

convenience of the public .3 miles west and .5 miles east of 54th Street (Ex. 7, p. 

~). The ~Jaf{ witness cited recent Commission decisions stating a policy in favor 

of grade separations as opposed to at-grade crossings, (Ex. 7, pp. 14-15) and 

showed that this was in accord with the policy of" ... the American Association of 

Railroads, Caltrans, and the United States Department of Transportation." 

(Exh. 7, p. 15.) 

\Ve agree that City has demonstrated the convenience to its citizens in 

having a reopened 54th Street clossing. It would help traffic circulation, divert 

traffic from residential streets, help tmite the local cOminunity, and be of use to 

eo\ergency "ehides. \\'hat must also be considered is the safety of all users of 

the State at the intersection (Public Utiliti~s Code Sees. § 1201 et seq.), n6t just 

benefits to the inhabitants of the localit}'. 

\Ve have no doubt that reopening 54th Street to vehicular ttaffic would 

increase the risk of accident over the present situation. Now the street leading to 

the tracks is blocked~ so there is no threat of vehicular accident. Should it be 

reopened, eVen with the prot&tion ptoposed by City, we would have vehicle 

traffic confronting approxinlately 150 train crossings per day. There would be 

the e\;er present danger of a collision on the tracks, whether by negligence on the 

part of a driver or train operator or malfunction of either the tram, a vehicle~ or of 

the crossing protection. (fr.296.) \\'hile confomlance with the highest level of 
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protection contained ill the COD\Jlusslon's General Order 75-C o\axintizes the 

safet}' of veWcles using the grade crossing. it catU\ot provide a guarantee against 

an untoward event. The only way this can be assured is if the tracks and the 

street do not meet. This can be accomplished by two means; closure of the 

crossing to vehicles, as is the present situation, or separation of the roadway and 

the trackS. 

On cross-exariUnation, the staff witness stated that he never favors 

reopening a crossing at grade. (fr.297-298.) \Ve note that this is in contrast to 

his statement in his Exhibit 7, where he states: 

II A depa.rhite [ftom this policy] may be permitted only when a 
compelling public need sO dictates/' (Pg.14.) 

\Ve disagree with the absolutism of his positionoJ\ cross-examination. \Ve 

believe that a given fact situation can overcome this acknowledged COn\mission 

plelerence for grade separations, as opposed to crossings, as he stated in his 

exhibit. However, it party asking that an at-grade crossing be reopened bears a 

very heavy burden of proof. City of San ~late6, 8 CPUC 2d573 (1982). The facts 

must be ovenvheJming, since the public is being subjected to a risk that had 

previously been eoo\inated. 

City has I'l\ade a strong case {or reopening. Revitalization and reuniting a 

neighborhood are important points. AUeviatirtg traffic bottlenecks and 

improving traliic patt~ms are significant goals. ~Iost mlpressh'e is the testimony 

regarding the value of the reopened crossmg to emergency vehicles, such as 

police, fite, and an\bulance. \\T}ille it is possible that they can perform their 

services with the crossing dosed, as at present, the tinle saved and ease of 

operation of these vehicles if the crossing were open \\-'as fully presented at the 

hearing and is credible. 
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City has stressed its view that its detemlination of what is in its own vitat 

interest is a subject-matter that should receive great deference by this 

Commission. \\'ith tlus proposition we heartily agree. It is the local authority 

that is most in touch with the needs of the local citizenry. "'here, as here, a cit}' 

tells us that a particular crossing is in its vital public interest we must, and do, 

give deference to that opinion. TIlat dC!es not D'leart that the opinion of the city 

precludes any contrary determination by this Commission. However, the desire 

of the city Dlust be acknowledged and considered fully in light of the rest of the 

record. (City Opening Brief, pg. 11.) c~f 

City presented no independent study of the safety oE the proposed crossing 

for vehicles and pedestrians. Rather, it teUed on a lack of objection 01\ the part of 
~ITDB to the detail of its plans (fr. 58) and to its cODlpliance with our General 

Order 75-C crossing protectioil standards. (City Response Briel, pg. 7.) 

In its Opening Brief City acknowledges that the lines of sisht Dught be 

impaired by buildings in the vicinity of 54th 51. crossing, but argues that this is no 

different from "otlter like type situations on tIre sysfnll filM ate adequlltely protected 
witII crossing gafes. '1 Pg. 4 (En\phasis in original). City's brief further argues that 

when multiple crossings are present the speed of ~e trains should be decreased. 

Pg.13-14. City also contends that 1I\\'here railroad crossing is dangerous because 

of obstntc~ed view and depressed tracks, both motorist and railroad had a duty 

of taking extra precautions upOn approaching crossing." (Citing ll1uet v So. Pac. 

CO'I 135 Cal. A pp., 527 (1933) Pg. 15.) 

These arguments do not provide us with much comfort. Just because 

other crossings have impaired sight lines does not justify intentionally creating 

an additional hazard. Our goal is to improve public safety a-t crossings, not add 

to the risks. 
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At the hearing City did not offer any evIdence of the reaction of }'ITDB or 

passengers of the trolley to City's suggestion, first mentioned in its brief, that 

there could be a speed lintitation on trains to reduce the possibility of accident at 

the crossing. \Ve call only speculate on l\ITOB's reaction to this proposal, and to 

the reaction of COIlUl\uters who use these trolleys. Finally, if the Con\nussion 

could COWlt on both the railroads and motorists using extra caution at crossings 

there WQuld be no need lor proceedings such as the instant one. Exp~rience has 

shown that eXistence of a duty is not sufficient to bring about compliance. 
. " 

\V~}1\ust note at this point that there would be even greater value t6 the . 

emergency vehicles, as well as to traffic flow and neighborhood rt!\'italizatioI'l, if 

there were a grade separation constntct~,rather than a grade crossing. \Vith a 

separation, an emergency vehide attempting to use the crossing would not lind 

itself blocked, and pOssibly trapped, in the event of an approaching train. Safety 

of the general public would be improved, since there would be no temptatJon to 

sneak around a dosed gate. A stalled vehicle would not present a hazard to an 

oncoriUng trolley 01' its passengers. 

Furthermore, we call attention to the" testimony 6f the City " Engineer. He 

stated that a grade separation was "feasible" but not IJpractical" because of the 

discrepancy in costs of a separation as opposed to reoperung at grade. (fr. 54.) 

He made nO study of the safety of vehicles or pedestrians if the crossing were 

reopened. (fr .58.) lhis was a straight cost comparison, not a cost benefit 

comparison. (fr.58.) As such, no value was given to the potential costs to City 

or the public of an accident at the reopened at-grade crossing (Tr. 58-59) or the 

benefits to the public of a ctossing where traffic is not detained by crossing gates 

at least 1S() times per day. 

In its Opening Brief Staff directed us to Rule 38, which requites applicant's 

explanation of why a grade separation is not practicable. (Pg. 21.) Staff referred 
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us to the distinction between "practicable" and "practical," as set forth in Cit), of 

San ~lateo, 8 CPUC2d 573, 581. IIPracticable" pertains to the feasibility of 

construction while "practical" refers to the possibility of financing. Indeed, Cit)' 

of San ~fateo, Stll'Ttl, is precisely in point with ot.lf present proceeding. There, the 

applicant claimed that the cost of separation made it impoSSible to build. \\'e 

agreed that a CfoSSing was desirable to relieve traffic, facilitate emergency 

vehides and provide for growth, but we denied the application because there 

was no showing that a separation was not practicable. (8 CPUC 2d at 581.) The 

COmnUssipn then went on to say: 

liThe Conunission's principal concern in railtoad·highway crossing 
regulatory matters must be the adequate safeguarding, as far as it 
can be done practicably, of human life and limb. Safety is an issue 
of overriding importance. Despite substantial advances, there are 
numerous situations remaining where grade ctossing protection can 
never provide a satisfactOlY solution due to limiting physical and 
operating conditions. In such locations, grad(! separations are the 
onl)" solution. The Conunission is of the opinion that this is one 
such location, and that the advantages to be obtained by opening a 
grade crossing at Laurie ~feadows Drive are not sufficient to 
warrant creation artd acceptance of the significant safety hazard that 
would r(!sult. To do so would create a situation entirely inconsistent 
with CoII\D\.ission, state, and federal policy.' After giving this record 
full consideration, we are 6f the opinion that the application must be 
denied." (8 CPUC2d at 583-584.) 

\Ve express no opinion as to City's future ability to make an appropriate showing 

that would convince us that an at-grade crossing is ,\"arranted. \\'e do say that 

such showing has not yet been D\ade. 

A further facior nlitigating against a reopening of the at-grade crossing is 

found in the application itself. Despite the strong showittg of need of the 

crossing for emergency services and convemence for normal traffic, City does not 

propose to construct the crossing until three years after approval is granted by 
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this Comntission. As previously notedl this appllcation was filed in l\laYI 1996. 

City spent a full year amending the application. It then was unable to agree on 

hearing dates until l\larch of 1998. Looking at a realistic schedule frOD\ the tin\e 

that briefing was to be concluded (early Junel 1998) and a proposed decision and 

comments on that decision liledl City could hardly have expected a Commission 

decision until the end of 1998 or the beginning of 1999. Three rears from that 

date could bring us to ~OO2 before construction starts and actual usage of the 

crossing could be expected. A delay of this extent certainly tends to blunt any 

claim of urgency that might be advanced. This apparent dichotomy was brought 

to the attention of City by Commissioner Neeper and the ALI on two separate 

occasions in hopes that an explanation would be made. (fr. 38-39, 339-344.) 

City's sole response, in its entirety, is printed below: 

liThe gt'ace period on its face appears to be inconsistent with public 
safety. However, the real importance is not that the crossing be 
open today as it is that the street be open as a vehicular crossmg lor 
future needs ol the City whether those needs be lor police, fite or 
safety or lor traffic access. The City requested a grace period but 
will work expeditiously to complete the crossing. The City has 
linuted resources and eMulot immediately address every vital need 
of the people as soon as it would like." (Reply Brief, Pg. 9.) 

nus argument, which states in practical tern\s the difficulty any city has in 

meeting all of its pressing needs, capsulizes a major deficiency of the application. 

It was filed before Ute applicant was prepared to act. \Vho knows whether other 

vital interests will arise during what City calls a "grace period" that might be 

even more pressing to City? \Ve can only guess what the factual situation will be 

around 54th Street at the time City is actually ready to cOl\sider construction of 

the crossing. The application is premature. \Ve will deny it without prejudice so 

that when an application lor an at-grade crossing is ripe for consideration, the 
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City may again attempt to can)' its burden of proof \1llder City of San ~fate() 

based on facts and circumstances in effect at that time. 

A delay of the type contemplated by City n\ay well provide sufficient time 

to accumulate sufficient funds needed to create a grade separation at 54th Street if 

that still is a priority interest of City. This is a n\att~r for deteinUnation by City. 

\Vhile we cannot give advance approv~ there certainly seem to be no 

impediment from our petspectiveto a future authorization to construct a 
separated crossing at 54th Stteet, should such ~ application be filed. 

The Proposed Decision of the ALJ was mailed ~o the parti~s on August 18, 

1998. Conunents were received from dty and staff. The Comments of City were 

late, but will be accepted and considered in this OpWort. 

City asserts that the methodology by which the coJ.iUl\lssion d~ternUnes 

the ptactkabiiity of a grade crossing (Pg 9 of this opinion) is "flawed" 

(Con\n\ents, Pg 1) and "problematic" (Comments, Pg 4). The essenCe of City's 

arguments is that the Conunission does not give sufficient weight to the firtancia1 

bwden that a separation imposes On a city I that it ignores the practical solution 

of grade crossings, and that the ALJ did not c6nsider the option of apportioning 

some of the costs to the railroads oVer whose tracks the crossing would pass. 

The simple and complete ailsWer to the last assertion of City is that there 

was no notice to Trolley or SD&IV that they might be asked to contribute to this 

project. Neither Trolley (ft. 65) not SD&IV (fr. 114) opposed City's application. 

Had eithet been aware of a potential financial risk their positions might have 

been different. It is noW too late for City to change its showing. 

\Ve agree that we have imposed a heavy btirden on applicants who wish to 

create at-grade crossings. This was openly stated at Page 6 of the Proposed 

Decision, as was a recitation of the ~vid.ence indicating this position is in accord 

with that of the American Association of Railroads, Caltrans, and the United 
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States Department of Transportation (Proposed Decision, Pg 5). Nothing in the 

arguments of City convinces us that \ve have conunitted legal error in our past 

and present approach to this issue, or that we should change this policy be<'ause 

to do otherwise might strain the budgets of an applicant dty. If the need be 

sufficient an ex~mption hom our pollcy cart be obtained. The ALJ's Proposed 

Decision thoroughly recites the advantages t() reopening offered by City, and 

also addresses the disadvantages. 'tVe agree that reoperung of the crossing 

would be a convenience to City but have not been presented with sufficient 

evidence ~9induce us to depart non\ our policy. '" 

Staff takes issue with the'ALJ's use of the tertI\ lIabsolutism" in describing 

an answer given b)' a Staff witness. (proposed Dec., Pg 6) The dtatiorts provided 

in the Proposed Decision bear out the fact that the witness melde the statement. 

We noted that this testimony contrasts with other statements Qf the same witness 

on the Sail\e isSue. stalf/s CoD\.n\ents assert that these answerS were given in the 

midst of a corifrontational cross-examination. \Ve have indicated that we believe 

a reopening of a' crossing can be justified, but was not in the present application. 

That is the positiot\which the witness adopted. The statement in the ALJ's 

Proposed Decision was not wrong and therefore will not be amended. 

Sta1f further asks that we make it cleat that the same standard exists for 

opening a new crossing as fot reopening a dosed crossing. \Ve believe that 

would ~ a gratuitous statement in this ptoceedirtg, in that we are only 

concerned with a reopening at this time. Stalf's request will be denied. 

Findings of Fact 
1. An at-grade crossing at 54th Street in the City of San Dieg6 was dosed in . . 

1987, pursuant to an agreement between the Staff and ~ITDB, in which City 

concurred. 
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2. At the time of this agreem~nt there was no Co.uncUperson for the city 

district in which 54th Street is located. 

3. City filed an application to reopen the 54th Street crossing in l\'fa)', 1996. 

4. A prehearing conference was held in July, 1996, at which defidendes in the 

application were noted. 

5. City filed amendments to its application in June of 1997. 
6. Staff and City were not able to agiee on hearing dates belore Match, 1998. 

7. The 54th Street grade crossing would be convenient fOr use by emergency 

vehicleS. 

8. Re-operung the crossing would be advantageous to traffic paHems that 

cQuId develop if 54th Street were reopened. 

9. A reopened crossing will help reunify the neighborhood and assist in its 

re\italization. 

10. City propOses to conStruct the most rigorous crossing protection contained 

in the Commission's General Orders. 

11. City's Engineer testified that a grade separation was feasible, but not 

practical, because of the disparity of cost of $500,000 for a grade crossing and 

$2.3-2.8 million fot a grade separation. He also stated that some additionalla.nd 

might be necessary. 
12. The City Engineer's cost comparisort did not consider the costs to the 

public or City of potential accidents. 

13. There are approximately 150 Trolley movements across 54th Street, at 

speeds up t650 miles per hoUr. 

14. Approximately 1,000 cars pet day are estimated to use the 54th Street 

crossing if pemUtted to reopen. 

15. The line of sight at the ~ossingis partially inhibited by a warehouse on 

the northwest quadrant ol the croSsing. 
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16. The nearest existing crossings are .3 miles to the west and.5 miles to the 

east. 

17. The existing distance betw~el\ crossings arQund 54th Street is not the 

longest distance betw~en crossings along the tail line in question. 

18. The Commission has a policy against reopening at-grade crossings and 

favoring grade separations 1Je(ause of the increased safety provided by 

separations. 

19. City asks lor a grace period Qf three years after authorizatioil to begin 

construction of a crossing at 54th Street. 

20. City agrees that construction of a grade separation is feasibl(t, but asserts 

that it is not finandally practical. 

21. City did not present a witness who testified to the safety o( tIte pr?FOSed 

crossing. 

22. Both City and Staff filed con'ln\ents to the Proposed Decision. 

Conclusions Of Law 
1. Even the most stringent crossing ptotectionmeasures cannot insut'e 

freedoIri from acddel\ts at a grade crossing. 

2. Grade separationS provide the maxiuu1D\ degree of safety possible at 

crossings of highways and jail tracks. 

3. The only reason advanced lor an at-grade crossing, as opposed t6 a grade 

separation, is the cost. 

4. City did not meet its burden o£ proof that a grade separation is not 

practicable. . 

5. City did not meet its burden ol proof that a crossing with impaired 

visibility and 150 Tfolley movements per day operating at up to 50 D\.iles per 
; 

hour would be safe': . 
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6. Since this applkation was orlginall}' filed in l\Jay, 1996, not amended until 

June of 1997, not brought to hearing until ?vfarch, 1998, and not intended for 

construction Until three years afterpennL~ton to reopen 54th Stteet is obtained 

from this Conunissiol\ we conclude that there is no present emergency fating 

City by the continued closure ot 54th Street to vehicular traffic. 

7. \Vithout an overwhelming showing of necessity and safety we will not 

permit a reopening of a crossing at grade. The delays COl\t~D\plated by City 

convince us that City's bUrden haS not been met. 

8. The rules to the public safety involved in te-opening the crossings 

oUhveigh the benefitsdemonstrated by th~ City. 

9. All conunents requesting changes in the ALJ's Propos~d D~ioi\ should 

be denied. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The application of City 6f Sari Diego to reopen ~ at-grade crossing at 54th 

Street is derued without prejudice to filing again at a later date. 

2. Comm~ntS propoSing cl\anges to the Administrative Law Judge's 

Proposed Decision are denied. 
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3. 11Us proceeding is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated September 17, 1998, at San Francisco, Califomia. 
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